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Mobility Marketing: Text Messaging – Top 10 Best Practices  
 
 

1. Always use a permission-based model with a clear opt-out process. 
 

qtags keywords are 100% permission-based as an individual must text the keyword 
before receiving any information, and if the keyword is a ‘group, opt-in’ word, a way to 
end alerts is provided in every message 
 

2. Always send relevant, useful information in text messages that are salient to the target 
audience 

 
Use qtags keywords to deliver rewards like promotion information or coupons to a 
general audience 
 
Use qtags keywords to deliver specific web-site address or contact information for 
audience that is targeted for interaction or further follow-up 
 
Use qtags keywords to deliver alerts, date/time updates for specific events to an 
audience that is targeted for a certain type of interaction 
 

3. Be consistent.   
 

When sending alerts to an audience, schedule the sends on a regular basis, for 
example, each week, same time/day. 
 
Display the keyword and call-to-action on all advertising to reinforce the connection 
point, broaden exposure and acclimate / train the audience (like was done with web 
addresses in 90’s) 
 

4. Do not make your customer / audience pay to see your advertising message. 
 

qtags text is standard rate, the texter is not charged (unlike premium programs like text 
to ringtone or text to vote for American Idol) by qtags.  The texter will be charged to text 
by their carrier (most people have unlimited or bundled plans, like $2.99 per month) 
 

5. Make it easy / redundant to work with a wide group. 
 

All mobile phones can process (receive and send) a sms/text message and is therefore 
inclusive technology  
 
Note on MMS:  although sending mms like images or videos is supported (send / 
receive) by a growing number of U.S. mobile phones, the aggregators for keyword 
programs do not support it.  Aggregators are the go-betweens who enable shortcodes 
to work with all carriers and they set the rules for the ‘text traffic flow’.  The reason they 
do not support MMS send to mobile phones is two-fold 1) not all phones can support it, 
so there will be audience members who are disappointed and frustrated (this results in 
lots of customer service calls from unhappy people), and 2). Carriers charge the 
recipient of the image and this also results in service calls from unhappy people.  It is 
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likely that this will change in the near future, and then qtags text will support the send 
of MMS as well as SMS.  
 

6. Use the text reply to provide opportunities for immediate action. 
 
A high % of mobile phones can browse, therefore, embedding a dot-mobi (or mobi-
friendly / WAP) link can allow the audience to do more with the advertiser immediately 
[get more information, follow-through on joining a newsletter list, etc, rsvp, get a 
promotion code, enter a contest, view an ad, download/view an image] 
 
Asking for a reply via text with name, email address or to text an additional keyword is 
also a good way to continue the interaction and provide further information to the 
audience 
 
Note on phone types: qtags can identify the mobile number and carrier from an 
inbound keyword text, but not the type of phone [this is because when a phone sends 
an SMS, the type of phone is not sent along with the SMS].  We can identify a phone 
type if a web url is embedded in the text reply – when the texter take the link, the site 
will diagnose and identify the phone, and provide appropriate options for downloads of 
videos, ringtones, etc 
 

7. Integrate the keyword with your overall marketing-communication plans and 
advertising mediums. 

 
Use qtag keywords to support existing promotional programs like enter to win or 
instant win contest (use text-to-win) 
 
Use qtags keywords to create awareness for a promotional or interactive web-site 
 
The foot-print for a keyword call-to-action is small and should be included (like a web 
address or a phone number) throughout all advertising 
 

8. Take the opportunity to close the loop with your audience. 
 

qtags can provide a real-time data feed for single or groups of keywords so that results 
can be project on-line or in-venue live.  For a vote program, for example, this allows 
you to provide immediate feedback to the audience.   
 

9. Interact with your audience.  
 

qtags can be used to solicit opinions via text-to-vote or free-text, and this interaction 
builds awareness for brands and advertisers 
 

10. Have fun and be flexible. 
 

Qtags keywords can be updated with a new reply and URL landing page (for the In-
Box) anytime, real-time.  Everything can be edited.  Try new things, adjust and try 
again. 
 
View real-time traffic results with the performance link and adjust the exposure, 
message, offer, etc as you feel appropriate.   


